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Checkpoints br Ap specificity
Checkpoint I: Ag-speciF initiation of the CC reaction
The first step of Ag-sptrific B-cell activation takes place outside the lymphoid follicle (Fig. I wll\, only thaw with the high& affinity ECRs will succtwi in bmdmg Ag on FDCs and thus escape programmed cell death"'" (Fig. 2 ).
Low-afhmty B crlls with onligated f3CRs will die by apopto4s. vas recently illustrated by Rathmell et aL3? who showed that the fas pathway was not operational if the B cell was strongly activated hrough its BCR. At suboptimal BCR triggering, the cell failed to 'xpress the appropriate accessory molecules (e.g. CD861 and, as a onsequence, Fas triggering rather than CD40 triggering occurred, esulting in deletion of the cell.
Sncluding remarks be three-step checkpoint model described above guarantees Ag specificity throughout a GC reaction. The first checkpoint is at the nitiation of the respcmse, when only Ag-specific B cells are able to pmfake CD4O-CD4OL interaction from T cells in order to become activated. The next checkpoint is after the proliferation and mutation phase, when the GC B cells compete for Ag biding on FlXs. Here, the high-affinity B cells are selected. Finally, the selected B cells are tested again for Ag specificity by GC T cells. If the selected B cells (for instance, when they would express irrelevant or autoreactive BCRs gained during the mutation phase) fail to present the 'initiating' Ag, they will be deleted via Fawnediated apoptosis. This last checkpoint is important to prevent autoreactive B cells from entering the memory 5 cell pool. Further experiments are now squired to dissxt the precise steps in the last checkpoint, in order to understand fully the pmcesses oxwring in a GC reaction. 
